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Society is the physical manifestation of a thought form which has many different ways to
describe it in sociology but its a thought form. What causes changes in society is incoming
psychological energies and who is tuned in and who is tuned out and how far in-between. And
how this materializes into physicality.
People all want certain things collectively even if they have individual different ideals about how
to achieve that. When they realize the current system is a denial of this fundamental human
reality they will move to change it into something that can offer this. That is the simple fact
behind the wheel of historical changes at the base. Its the fundamental will of life and their are
eternal and real spiritual laws behind this.
The current thought form of society which is the materialization of the enemies archetype into
our world. Is now undergoing its final disintegration on the mental plane and its collapsing in the
physical world in the current events. People are tuning out of the enemy archetype as its
psychic field is weakening and disappearing. There is a flood of new ideals and movements
coming in now.
This opens the door for a new reformulation of society and a new leadership who's job is to
organize society in accordance with the well being of society.
Keep in mind something society is not your enemy its part of who you are and so are your
people in it. We are here to help people individually and collectively as we are social beings and
psychically, physically and spiritually connected with our own Peoples as part of a greater whole
of them. Without society and what makes society none of us would survive or have a future or
exist.
Basically don't get arrogant which is cloaking of most elitist attitudes. This attitude is based on a
constant competition between you and your own People many people do this strengthen their
personal ego when they go against the mainstream but fall into their own trap and just become
an asshole sucked up psychically into their own asshole. Its okay to be frustrated with society
but don't fall into these traps over it. We are here to help and serve our own People not scorn
them and create a divide between us. When dealing with others deal with each moment and
individual in life as you understand to do based on the situation.Your smart enough and have
your own genius within your psyche you can manage this on your own without a checklist.
We need to keep up the Final RTR and keep working to spread the message to the world online
as well its the easier way to reach the most people the fastest. People need to know about us to
tune in fully to the new social reality we are working to create. We are tuning them out of the
enemy but we need to tune them into us.
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